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The problem of nominal classification has been discussed in a number
of outstanding publications, notably in Gerlach Royen's 1929 classic
Die nommaien Klassifikations-Systeme in den Sprachen der Erde, in the three
volumes on Apprehension published by Hansjakob Seiler and the members
of his Cologne group (Seiler and Lehmann 1982; Seiler and Stachowiak
1982; Seiler (986) and more recently, for example, in Colette Craig's
volume on Noun
(Craig (986). In the literature
on this topic, the
classification like, for
noun classes, numeraJ
verbs and gender
are defined, descnbed
from one another.
the discussion of
so far has left open a numr)er
important issues
this collection from verY
ent angles. The
I
volume present new idea,;
the problem of classification, and they offer general typological classifications and descriptions of systems of nominal classification of a variety
of languages. The volume attempts especially to clarify the interface
berween anthropological and grammatical work on nominal classification, and all chapters adopt an anthropological linguistic perspective to a greater or lesser extent. With only two exceptions the contributions
in this volume discuss systems of nominal classification that have a
Ii formal basis. Thus, this
and represents with this
nominal classification research.
latest ·mainstream'
The volume
.:ontributions on general issues. The
chapter presents
have to be asked in
any system of
while the second chapter I
come up with a typology of systems of nominal classification.
In my introductory chapter 'vVhat do we really know about nominal
classification systems?' I attempt to summarize and to highlight some
of the fundamental questions of nominal classification in language that
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are also discussed elsewhere in this collection. The chapter is based on
my own research on the rather complex system of classificatory particles in Kilivila, the Austronesian language of the Trobriand Islanders
(Senft 1996). Therefore, I first outline the essential problems and questions that arise from so-called 'classifier languages'. However, I also try
to show that most of these issues are more general and hold as well
for other systems of nominal classification.
Among the questions discussed are the following: What are the
semantic bases for the classification of nouns in various languages?
Wbat are the basic parameters, and/or the basic semantic distinctions
that are expressed in nominal classification? What is actually classified
- extralinguistic referents or the kinds of nouns within the language?
'What functions do the various types of nominal classification fulfill?
Especially, how do they function in discourse? To what extent do they
presuppose (obligatory) distinctions or to what extent are they creative
of catego{ies? What about their creative power in discourse, i.e. how
easily can nominal concepts be reclassified and then take over the
function of metaphor, and on what semantic and pragmatic parameters is this power based? Do our attempts to describe the systems of
nominal classification camouflage what is really going on? It could be
argued that we start our descriptions, for example, by characterizing
and labelling certain semantic domains, but then treat these domains as
if they were static wholes, forgetting that they are actually interacting
with each other. How do we get a more dynamic description which is
faithful to speaker knowledge and intention? Is it legitimate (as it is
often done) to treat different types of nominal classification - e.g. noun
classes and numeral classifiers - as if they were similar and lying on
some sort of cline?
y[any aspects of these questions cannot yet be answered in a satisfactory way, and, as has been clear since Royen (1929: iv), the question of
nominal classification raises many distinct issues. Most of these questions, however, have to be addressed before we will be able to answer
what is probably the most general and also most important question,
namely: how is the perceived world expressed in, and through, various
systems of nominal classification that are grammatically encoded in
various languages?
In her chapter 'A morphosyntacric typology of classifiers' Colette
Grinevald presents a summary of the state of the art with respect to
research on classifier systems with the aim of producing a classificatory
scheme that might facilitate the identification and the description of
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the
such systems
languages. Her
diversity of
along two axes: the first
morphosyntactic
the description of the
second considers what a functional-typological orientation means ill
terms of an account of the phenomenon. On the basis of her long-term
interest in, and research on, classifier languages (see, e.g., Craig 1986,
1994) Grinevald first presents a rationale for proposing a typology of
classifier systems, she then presents such a typology, illustrates the types
of classifier systems and elaborates on three arguments that support
her typology with respect to her distinction of the numeral, noun and
genitive classifier types. With her typology she makes two claims: first,
she proposes that there 'exists a linguistic category of "classifiers" tn
some languages.
distinct from other
systems of
particular
, and second, she
also 'various
which supposedly
functions from
After discussing similar
SYSlems Grinevald finishes
proposmg
dassmer systems from a
perspective 'which takes Into account the various dynamics of linguistic
systems and the particular types they exhibit, and which appeals to the
notion of prototype for its categorization model'.
The following five chapters discuss some of the leading questions
addressed in the first two more general contributions on basic issues in
nominal classification. They start from different angles and theories on
me basis of various systems of so-called 'classifier languages'. Most of
the systems represented by these 'classifier languages' are difficult to
describe
frameworks available.
attempt to
techniques of nominal
boundaries; but me
mough thev
me languages .
shows that this is
Whereas

classifier system
'Unusual classifiers in Tariana' she first gives a brief overview of the
Tariana classifier system. This language distinguishes two genders,
possessive, verbal, noun and numeral classifiers as well as noun class
markers. Moreover, we find classifiers with demonstratives and classifiers
with articles. Aikhenvald describes these constructions and compares
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them with respect to their semantic and pragmatic properties. After
discussing areal properties of this multiple classifier system Aikhenvald
finishes her chapter by summarizing the properties of the six classifier
types in Tariana (possessive and
classifier, noun classifier, noun
numeral
demonstrative classifier,
classifier) and
discussing
and the
of demonstrative and article
classifiers within this fascinating multiple classifier system.
Tariana is a language with a multiple classifier system in which the
same classifier morphemes can be used in distinct morphosyntactic
cO!l.texts. The
language
. also a
with multiple
classifier systems,
in this
one set of
dassifier
describes
in his chapter
classifier systcrns in Akatek
four differ
ent subsystems of classificatory devices, namely classificatory suffixes,
sortal numeral classifiers, plural for humans, and nominal classifiers.
With the paradigmatic and morphosyntactic description of these four
subsystems of classiflcation Zavala
sketches the
of gram~
macicalizatioIl
twO numeral
systems
the nominal
ddssifier systtTn.
suggests that
nouns are non-mdividuated
rnorphemes thal require classifiers HI morphosyntactic contexts where
an individuated or specific noun is demanded and he argues for a
semantic and morphosyntactic distinction between numeral classifiers
and mensuratives. In his chapter Zavala discusses the following quesWhy does
that are
for the discussion classifier
language reqUlre classifiers? 'Nhat
status of
a language
uses classiflers) Wnere do
come frorIl; \\/hat are the
patterns of grammaticalization of the classifier morphemes? How do
the different classifier systems interact? 'Nhat is the morphosyntactic
and semantic difference between numeral classifiers and mensuratives?
How do classifiers interact with other devices that convey definiteness
specificity)
In his chapter'
ancestors
medicine: a
and pragrnanc account
c.Lt')sifier constn.lclions in Arrernte
Australia')'
David Wilkins discusses the generics/noun classifiers of this PamaNyungan language and argues - on the basis of a semantic description
and an analysis of discourse properties of lexical noun classifiers of the
Australian type - 'that a language can have classifier constructions
Without having, classifiers'. Wilkins'
ofMparntwc Arrernte texts
constructions function. . .
determine which
suggests 'that
properties of
are relevant
the point of
the current
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dL'lcourse
. This contribution proposes a
model ""ith
following characteristics: in this
the meamng of nouns and
constructions can be decomposed into a set of knowledge structures.
These knowledge structures in turn can be represented as a set of propositions coudH~d in natural language The model'
a monosemous
account for
nouns and treats
apparent 'cLiSsifier
as
constructional. Moreover, ill the model the generic noun in the classifier
construction functions to delimit the subset of knowledge structures
encoded in the meaning of the specific noun which is relevant to
±Scourse
And
the model proposes
the noun
containing classifier construction indicates the
in
gwen
context the speaker wants the addressee to 'frame the referent of the
construction from the point of view of its being an entity with some or
of the
indicat.ed in the
noun)
whose discourse
relevant
are determined
being
entity of
kind
indicated by the generic noun (and not an entity of another kind)'. In
his attempt to better understand nominal classification in Arrernte.
\ \'iJkins also takes a comparative perspective, comparing Arrerme
the Allstralian
Yidiny
the Mayan languageJ
questioning the claim that both Yidiny and Jakaltek have noun classifiers . .:vloreover, Wilkins discusses an areal distinction in generic usage
between central and north-eastern Australia and shows 'that there are
It:ast three different
of classtEcation which different Australian
languages malUfest through their deployment of
The question remains open, however, 'which if any of these "classification" types warrants the designation noun classifier (at least in the sense
it applies
Jakalteki'. Throughout his paper Wilkins
emphaslzes the importance of
crmtext
and of shared
cultural knowledge [or explaining how and why generic nouns and
generic-specific constructions are used in the Arrernte system of nominal
classification.
Contextual mformation and
accepu:cl conceptual seructures also play an importarn part in Kyoko Inoue's chapter 'Vi;;ualizing
ability and nominal classification: evidence of cultural operation in the
agreement rules of Japanese numeral classifiers', Inoue shows that in
Japanese numeral classifier choice is
dependent on 'how
mentally \ciew and mampulate a
. Inoue refers to this ability
as 'imaginableness, mental visualization' or 'visualizing ability' which
she can easily detect in her analysis of how Japanese children acquire
numeral classifier
of their mother
In three case
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children with

backgrounds
pomts out that
difti:rent
linguistic backgrounds
usage. Thus,
she shows that the analysis of what determines the agreement between
a numeral classifier and a noun requires an integrated analysis involving not only syntax and semantics but also conceptual and cultural
perspectives and she emphasizes that 'consteUations of cultural and
social knowledge ... over-ride formal and semantic factors'.
In his chapter 'Isolation of units and unification of isolates: the
gestalt-functions of classifiers' JUrgen Broschart goes beyond a purely
linguistic discussion of the semantics and pragmatics of classifiers, demonstrating that the linguistic function of classifiers [;",110\l/s the principles
of
'isolation' that are
framework of

'unitizing
classifiers) and
classifiers' (i.e. noun,
. and locative
discourse features of
classifier-like
elements and claims that the function of classifiers is to specify the
gestalt of their referent. The unitizing classifiers follow the principle
of 'isolation of units'; they 'define units of different kinds ... which are
characterized by a high degree of manipulability'. Broschart shows
that 'the more grammaticalized the constructions are, the more will
the classifying elements be used for the identification of manipulable
units of the discourse'. The non-unitizing classifiers foUow the principle
of'unification of isolates'; they 'provide information about the standard
of the referent in question' and
referent with the
order to inform
schema it naturally
proper way of
object of the
of classifiers
therefore conclude;
respect to the
manipulability
the discourse' and poinls
these goals
'arc
interplay of the
"unification of
of units" '. Like a
in visual
perception, classifiers in (classifier) languages are needed 'for the
discrimination of units and for the possibility of recognizing units of
similar kind'.
The next two chapters discuss general questions of nominal classification in noun class/gender systems. Katherine Demuth's chapter 'Bantu
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and Norman M.
in
'Gender assignment: a
mem
characteristic for these
'gender' covers what is also called 'noun class', of course. The authors
develop their 'claim that the assignment of nouns to a particular gender
is always possible for the vast majority of nouns, from information
which is in any case required in the lexical entry'. There are different
types of this information, and on the basis of this difference the authors
present a typology of assignment systems. They differ between semantic
systems that require only semantic information and formal systems that
require besides the core semantic information also morphological and/
or phonological information. As an example for semantic assignment
the
natural gender system
Northeast Cauca. Zande, a
respect to its semantic
However,
ill which many nOllns
semantic
Corbett and Fraser discuss
example
of a
morphological
is a formal
system [hat requires 'access to information on the noun's inflectional
behaviour'. Quafar (also: Afar) is an East-Cushitic language that has a
formal system with phonological assignment rules. Here the prediction
of the gender of the noun 'must be from phonological form to gender
and not vice versa'. After having illustrated these types of gender
assignment, the authors discuss Network Morphology as the formally
explicit framework for expressing the illustrated generalizations. They
also present the default inheritance formalism called DATR, developed
by Evans ann Gazoar as the knowledge representation language to
encode
Morphology theories. With
Corbett and
examples in which
lllteracting
assignment. First, they
Network
of the interactions
declension
knowledge
discuss gender
declensional class assignment,
that declensional class can be predicted for many RUSSian nouns, they justify
'an account assigning gender to nouns in part on the basis of their
morphology', they support their proposed typology and they implement
their analysis 'in a way which can make the right predictions as to the
gender of Russian nouns'. Second, they discuss gender assignment in
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Arapesh, a Papuan language of the T orricelli family. They show that
gender assignment rules can be found on the basis of mOJ1)hological
class and that mOJ1)hological class can be assigned on the basis of
Thus, with
in Arapesh
a unidirectional
stem phonology
mOJ1)hological
relationship
between
class and
Nouns that still
class
outside this assignment system are assigned to the default gender. However, as emphasized in the typology of gender assignment systems, there
are no purely formal assignment systems and thus Arapesh also has
sen:lantic assignment rules
. dominate the
assignment
and
authors show how
rules function
again formalize
in a NetwcHk lvlorphology
and show
theu'
pn-dictions. "Vllh
case studies
the
makes the
authors impressively support their typology of gender assignment and
both case studies also illustrate the 'potential value of formal approaches
in typology'.
contribution by
in which
ideas on, and
systems of
classification .
•AJ.I these contributions illustrate that the system of nominal classifica·
tion in language manifests itself in a broad variety of nominal classification systems in various languages. This diversity of nominal classification
systems in the languages of the world necessarily requires different
for the
and analysis
various linguistic
is mirrored
dlVersity of
to such an
that there arc
some inconsisn:ncies between the claims made, and in the terminology used, by different
contributors. However, we are still in the heuristic phase with respect
to our attempts to get a better understanding of these systems of nominal classification - a theory of nominal classification will finally solve
systems of nomsuch
inconsistenCIes, Good description:i
inal classification and a
understanding
these sys(em~
work
allow us to
a typology,
system that
classifies the various types of nominal classification systems. However,
it is not only the typological perspective that promotes our understanding of this linguistic phenomenon. Research on nominal classification
also has to give special attention to the speakers' cultural knowledge
and
and to
context in which
systems are
of these
Thus, this
must be inter
by
with anthropol0E';Y and the cognitive
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sciences The aims of this volume are to contribute to a better understanding of systems of nominal classification through improving the
quality of available descriptions, presenting descriptions of so far
unknO""T1 and undescribed systems, formulating the essential questions
and outlining tentative typologies of the phenoTTlI'na. The
and
the more specific theoretical, descriptive and typological contributions
to the research presented in thi, book may help to come up vvith
theory of nominal classification that finally vvill make it possible to
answer some of the basic alJd fundarnental, but still open, questions
with respect to the fascinating phenomenon of nominal classification
in language.
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